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 RDF / graph data 👍
 ontologies 👍

Influences 



 RDF / graph data 👍
 ontologies 👍
 only FAIR data publishing – no creation 🤔
 ontology terms in data sets?  🫥

Influences 



The problems:
 metadata is often optional and 

potentially unstructured
 data-metadata connection is 

usually relatively weak
 no terminology standardization
 no globally unique IDs for 

entities (e.g. researchers or 
devices)

 usually no data structure 
description (a.k.a. schema)

 no domain standards for 
(meta)data “richness”

Contemporary data



...on its way to FAIR...

E.g. with:
 documented terminology
 resource Ids



...on its way to FAIR...

E.g. with:
 documented terminology
 resource Ids

but we are still missing
 standardization
 data structure (descriptions)
 an explicit data-metadata 

connection
 info on data richness



A semantic graph data set
 links data and metadata
 has an explicit structure
 can easily incorporate 

resource Ids and metadata
 has documented terminology 

via ontologies

...but what about
 terminology standardization,
 data structure harmonization,
 and (meta)data “richness”?

Perfectly(?) FAIR data:



via
 a graph data editor web app
 editing small “graph data sets” 

instead of large graphs
 collaboration on GitLab
 generating data entry forms 

from graph data sets
 publishing graph data sets via 

GitLab
 automatic, i.e. auto-complete-

like suggestions during editing 
based on all public graph data

Collaborative graph 
data editing



 node.js backend server
 JSON-LD graph data format
 svelteKit javaScript framework 

for graph editor web app
 GitLab for version control and 

project management
 neo4j graph database as a 

basis for the auto-complete 
feature

 docker compose for portable 
deployment

The tech stack
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Thank you for your attention!



Semantics/Ontologies



 can also be edited with a 
graph data editor

Semantics/Ontologies
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